
ORDER FORM 
Please email this form before sending us your film & we will 
confirm the total payment due & estimated turnaround time 

SCA NNING RATES (including GST) 
enquire for bulk order discount rates 

Super 8 / Regular 8 to HD $33/50ft (3 inch spool) 
$44/100ft (3.6 inch spool) 

$55/100ft 16mm I $55/50ft Super 8 
$771100ft 16mm I $77150ft Super 8 

MOTION PICTURE FILM SCANNING SPECIALIST 16mm to HD 
HD/2K/4K S8/16MM MEMORYLABFILM.COM 2.5K ss or 16mm 
0421322514 CONTACT@MEMORYLABFILM.COM 4K ss & 16mm 

Name: Date: 

Delivery Address: Postcode: 

Project Title: 

Phone: Email: 
I agree to the terms of this order form, including full payment prior to job delivery, and that any hard drives or USBs I supply are 

D formatted as ExFat. If not, I authorise Memorylab to erase any data on the drive and reformat accordingly. I understand that
Memorylab can't be held responsible for film/scans lost due to postal/courier error. Pickup & drop off in person is always safest. 

Scan Delivery Colour Grading 
ProRes 422 is the only file type available for cloud uploads. 

ProRes 4444 is the default file type for delivery on 
USBs/Hard Drives but we can accommodate 

DPX, H.264, and custom file outputs. 
Due to the high volume of uploads we are unable to offer 

higher bitrate uploads at this stage, so if you require higher 
bitrate scans, please select post on USB/Hard Drive. 

All scans are deleted after 7 days so please 
ensure files are downloaded/backed up promptly 

0 Cloud Upload 

D Post on USB/Hard Drive 

0 Cloud + USB/Hard Drive* 

D Pickup in Person" 

By default all jobs are delivered as moderately flat 'One Light' scans 
a neutral colour balance has been applied to the whole roll with 
slight level adjust without any clipping to the blacks or whites. 

Flat scans are lower contrast master files, preserving all information 
from the scan without 'baking in' any creative grading decisions 

D shot-by-shot colour grading - $55/lab hour 

Film Length Film Guage Film Type Resolution 

(in feet) 0S8 I RS □ Colour Neg □ HD
S8 camera roll = 50ft D 16mm □ Colour Pos 02.5K 16mm camera roll = 100ft 

FPS 
0S16mm □ B&W Neg

04K 
□ B&W Pos

typically 18fps for S8 
24fps for 16mm 

Storage (if applicable) 

* add $10 per 50ft S8 or 100ft 16mm
if choosing both cloud upload and USB

"please provide storage 
media prior to pickup 

21GB per 3 mins of 4K ProRes 4444, 
11GB 2.5K, 6GB HD (approx) 

Physical Film Delivery Return Postage (if selected): 

□ Post Film □ Regular

□ Pickup in Person □ Express

□ □ Pickup
"

Destroy Film 
(7 days after scan delivery) □ Signed Express

NOTES TO LAB: 

□ 

□ 

I require delivery on __ # of 
32GB USB sticks @ $15 per stick 

I will supply a USB/ Hard Drive 

Payment & Postage 
NOTE: Payment is due prior to job delivery. 

Direct Debit or cash on pickup. 

Post to*: 
Memorylab 

PO Box 5252 
Burnley, 

Victoria, 3121 

Payments to: 
Memorylab 

BSB: 013 412 
Account #: 190 632 876 

*or email to arrange for drop-off /pickup in Richmond, Vic.

STUDENT /BULK DISCOUNT of 10% for students or orders over $500. Enquire for rates for larger orders 
TURNA ROUND is usually up to 5 business days for orders up to 5 rolls, enquire for lead times on larger orders 
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